How to ... Use Crop Marks and Bleed
Bleed is an area on a document where content extends beyond the trimmed edge.
If you are using InDesign or QuarkXpress to
layup your artwork, you can specify the 3mm
bleed area when setting up your document.

If you are not using a program which allows
bleed, you will have to make your document
6mm bigger in each direction, to allow
trimming back to the correct page size.

When you create your document, specify
3mm bleed in your document properties.

For example, an A4 document (297x210mm)
plus 3mm bleed is 303x216mm.

Extend bleeding content out to the bleed guides.

Extend bleeding content to the
very edge of the document.

Be sure to keep non bleeding content
well within the trimmed size.

Be sure to keep non bleeding content
well within the trimmed size.

When exporting to PDF, be sure to include bleed.
Check the PDF to ensure the size is correct.

If saving to PDF, check your pdf to
make sure the size is correct.

If your document does not include necessary bleed, your file will need to be trimmed
smaller than intended, possibly cutting off important information.
90mm

Bleed example The intended finished
trimmed size is
98mm x 90mm.

AN EXAMPLE OF BLEED
Background images that fill the entire page
should extend out into the bleed area

The artwork allows for
images to bleed outside
the final trim area. This
bleed area is 3mm width
all around the page.
98mm

The crop marks are
at the trimmed page
size of 98 x 90mm.
Crop marks are not usually
necessary, just let us know
your the finished size.
The image printed in
the bleed area will
be trimmed away.

CopyPress

Text and other images should leave a ‘quiet
area’ between them and the edge of the page

Any object that goes right up to the edge
should extend into the bleed area
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